
STRATFORD THEATRE TRIP 

September 14th to 17th, 2017 
 

 

RULES AND REGULATIONS 

(and other stuff) 

 

SECTION I: A GENERAL STATEMENT 

 

This is the 28th Stratford trip, and each one has been a wonderful, memorable, ennobling 

experience.  If you are new to the trip and are going just to get away from school or your parents, 

we recommend an attitude change, because otherwise you are wasting your parents’ money and 

your own time. 

 

Whereas the experience will be incredibly enjoyable, and no one will enjoy it more than the 

chaperones, the purpose is not to “get away from,” but to “get to.”  Whereas we will all be free 

from the rigidity of the classroom and the school, the adults are still legal representatives of the 

school district, and the students still subject to the rules of that district. 

 

The theatre department has been chaperoning successful and delightful theatre trips for more 

than thirty-five years, and has rarely had any problems—mainly because we require absolute 

adherence to the rules and regulations you are reading at this moment. 

 

SECTION II: WHAT TO BRING 

 

1. ONE LARGE SUITCASE.  It can be soft or hard.  The luggage compartment of the bus is 

fairly large, but we don’t want the luggage to be so vast as to flatten all the bus tires.  If you 

don’t have ONE LARGE SUITCASE, then you need two small ones.  If you are the gift-

poster-t-shirt buying type, best leave room in the suitcase for that sort of thing, or pack an 

empty soft duffel bag to take home stuff you have purchased. 

 

2. A DISPOSABLE CONTAINER OF FOOD.  Bring whatever you like to eat that will 

sustain you for eight hours on the bus: doughnuts, fruit drinks, sandwiches, ho-ho’s, oranges, 

granola bars, Pringles, home-made cookies, bananas, trail mix, alfalfa sprouts, and fudge are 

examples.  We are not stopping to eat.  We will stop for a potty break and a leg-stretch about 

halfway there.  Emergency-only potty needs can be met on the in-bus facility. 

 

 Do not bring enough food for the return trip also—we will stop at a store on the way home. 

Do not bring anything smelly.  There are 45 people trapped together on the bus, and one 

thoughtless person can make the long trip unpleasant with something pungent and odiferous. 

 

3. A SMALL GARBAGE BAG WITH A TIE-TIE, so that your refuse can be contained 

therein and properly disposed of.  A clean bus is a healthy bus.  A dirty bus we get charged 

extra for.  Also bring napkins or some other absorbent material for your hands, face, and to 

clean up the bus floor when you spill. 



 

4. NICE CLOTHES ONLY.  Don’t bring anything with holes in it; leave your nasty jeans and 

obscene t-shirts in your closets and strewn about your room.  We are representing ETHS 

everywhere we go, and we insist that you look your best.  We don’t care if some other school 

shows up in dirty overalls with straps hanging down—you may not wear jeans to the theatre. 

 

Jackets, ties, dresses, sweaters and skirts would be nice.  It may be cold so be prepared with 

some warm clothing.  You should bring a coat.  (Preferably a nice coat!)  Scarves, hats, and 

gloves are wise to have.  There will be a good deal of walking necessary, and those Canadian 

winds can be brutal.  No gym shoes at the theatre. 

 

 Clothes-wise, you need, basically: 

 

  1. Bus outfit. (comfortable; can be ugly – in other words, what you wore to school) 

  2. Thursday show clothes. (spiffy) 

  3. Friday show clothes.  (spiffy) 

  4. Saturday show clothes. (spiffy) 

  5. Sunday bus outfit.  (comfortable; can be ugly) 

 

If you are clever, you can bring three outfits with some mix and match alternatives and have 

enough.  That is, enough if you don’t spill and sweat a lot.  Bring deodorant and toothpaste, 

too, please.  (And use them!!) 

 

5. A BATHING SUIT.  If you want to swim, of course.  They have a nice pool, if you can 

wake up early enough to take advantage of it.  (You will be too busy later on in the day. And 

they close before we get back at night.) 

 

6. ENOUGH MONEY for food and souvenirs. Please take into account that we do not pay 

for lunch or your midnight trip to the vending machine. Breakfast is a part of our hotel 

package, beginning at 7:30 a.m. you can get some of that sweet, sweet continental 

breakfast. Please be sure to tip your server.  

 What is “enough money”? For some folks, it’s just enough for a couple baskets of fries. 

Some people never stop spending. All you are required to have money for are: 1) lunch 

(specifically two lunches, Friday and Saturday), 2) tips for the room (usually about $5, 

depending on your level of piggishness), and 3) money to get some groceries for the way 

home.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



SECTION III; HOW TO ACT 

 

You do not have any options here: you will leave typical, unthinking, selfish, immature behavior 

behind, and you will adhere to each one of the following rules: 

 

1. You will act in our wing of the Festival Inn as though it were the intensive care ward of the 

Stratford Hospital.  This particular ward is treating homicidal lepers, and the slightest noise 

will start uncontrollable and fatal violence reigning down upon you. 

 

Talking in the hall must be only in whispers, and knocking on doors must be only the softest 

tap, so as not to awaken the poor unhinged patients. 

  

2. You may be as noisy and silly as you want on the bus, with the exception of any silly 

physical behavior, such as sitting on laps or tossing items about.  Singing should be avoided 

also.  There are two things that annoy the driver and may cause him to drive into the nearest 

ditch: singing and people sitting on other’s laps. 

 

3. There is no smoking.  It causes death. 

 

4. It should be needless to say that the ingestion of abusive or illegal substances will not be 

permitted in any way, shape or form at any time.  Period.  Since this is an official school trip, 

it is as though you are in school; the same rules apply, and the same consequences.  Any 

violation of these rules will result in your being sent home at your parent’s expense. 

 

5. No sexual hanky-pankage.  Keep your hands and lips to yourself.  Please. Yes, I’m talking to 

you. 

 

6. You will observe the room curfew, which is 12:00 a.m.  That means you must be in your 

own room to stay at that time.  Remember that we have come to see plays, not stay up all 

night and sleep through the performances. You are with each other for many hours over the 

weekend, and do not need to spend the wee hours of the morning gossiping and playing cards 

and giggling and crying and soul-searching and the like. ETHS is a sophisticated school, that 

sends intelligent, cultured, literate students on a trip to Canada to see incomparable theatre.  

Don’t act like bumpkins from a small town who are so relieved to get away from their 

restrictive environment that they just gotta howl and let loose and stay up all night jawin’ ‘n 

raisin’ heck! 

 

7. If groups of you should go to restaurants or get breakfast at the hotel, please act like the 

terrific young people you are, and appoint one person at your table to be responsible for 

collecting the money and figuring out the tip, which should be no less than 15%.  If you do it 

before the food comes, while you still have a menu, things should go more smoothly later.  

Remember that a total of 12% tax is added on to the price of the food.  Waiters and 

waitresses hate serving kids because they (the kids) usually act like fools, doing things with 

sugar and salt, etc., leaving a mess in general, and stiffing them (the waitpersons) on the tip.  

Help to change that attitude. 

 



8. Work hard at being on time.  We have no intention of being late or missing any performance.  

If you are not on the bus at the appointed time of leaving, you will be left behind (forcing a 

chaperone to be left behind as well!).  Considerable intelligence and pre-planning will often 

be necessary to avoid the typical: “Hey, man, let’s go to Pizza Hut.”  And then, “Oops, it 

took longer than we thought.  Sorry we missed ‘Guys & Dolls.’” 

 

9. Since banks will not be open when we arrive in Stratford, you won’t be able to convert your 

American money into Canadian until Thursday afternoon.  A suggestion is to have the 

KEYMASTERS collect an equal amount of money from each roommate to get converted 

into Canadian funds.  The same amount needs to come from everyone or the captain has to be 

a mathematical genius to figure out how much each person gets back. 

 

9a. Of course, a simpler recommendation would be to utilize a debit card for the weekend. Still, 

you will need a little cash for some specific expenses (tips—see bottom of page 2).  

 

10. The KEYMASTERS will also be responsible for all the information on this sheet, making 

sure that everyone in the room is up, showered and ready on time, and KEEPING THE 

ROOM KEY WITH THEM! 

 

11. There will be a final room check after the bus has been boarded on Sunday.  We expect that 

the rooms will be in good order, with all garbage piled in and near the garbage can, all towels 

and bathroom items piled in the bathroom, and all personal items such as socks and 

toothpaste in your suitcases.  The KEYMASTERS are responsible for this, as well as having 

each roommate leave a Twonie* for the maid.  (*That’s a two-dollar Canadian coin, like a 

Loonie, which is a one-dollar coin.  There aren’t any one-dollar Canadian bills.)  The 

KEYMASTERS are to remain in the rooms until we have checked them to see if they are in 

order, if the Twonies have been left, and if the keys are on the table. 

 

12. As we near Evanston, a phone will be available to inform and alert parents that we are 

approaching ETHS, so they can be there for pickup. 

 

13. No piercings, tattoos, or body modification of any kind. Sorry, but that must wait. We must 

bring you home in the exact same condition. 

 

14. Act in a mature and adult manner, and you will partake with us as an equal and have the time 

of your life: act out, act up, or let the worst parts of the child in you come out and you will be 

treated and punished like any naughty child should be, which will include an immediate call 

home. 

 

15. Passports and driver’s licenses: So customs doesn’t really mind anymore whether you carry 

a) a valid passport or b) a state issued ID and a birth certificate. Just make sure it’s all 

current, as it is a very awkward thing to be all packed and then look at your passport and 

recognize that we will have to leave you at the border. Which we will, because when it 

comes to fighting terrorism, the ETHS Fine Arts Department is second to none (in terms of 

departments at ETHS). 


